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DEMAIN EST LA QUESTION
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In the short essay entitled The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction, feminist author Ursula K. Le Guin tells 
the story of human origin, from the Paleolithic and Neolithic time periods. Strongly influenced 
by anthropology, she developed a speculative fiction gender in her work as a writer and focuses 
primarily on social and political themes, but also on the entanglement of fiction with knowledge and 
on the role of men and women within the reign of the living and the Anthropocene.  
 
“In the temperate and tropical regions where it appears that hominids evolved into human beings, 
the principal food of the species was vegetable. Sixty-five to eighty percent of what human beings 
ate in those regions in Paleolithic, Neolithic, and prehistoric times was gathered; only in the extreme 
Arctic was meat the staple food. The mammoth hunters spectacularly occupy the cave wall and the 
mind, but what we actually did to stay alive and fat was gather seeds, roots, sprouts, shoots, leaves, 
nuts, berries, fruits, and grains, adding bugs and mollusks and netting or snaring birds, fish, rats, 
rabbits, and other tuskless small fry to up the protein. And we didn't even work hard at it--much less 
hard than peasants slaving in somebody else's field after agriculture was invented, much less hard 
than paid workers since civilization was invented. The average prehistoric person could make a nice 
living in about a fifteen-hour work week.
Fifteen hours a week for subsistence leaves a lot of time for other things. So much time that maybe 
the restless ones who didn't have a baby around to enliven their life, or skill in making or cooking or 
singing, or very interesting thoughts to think, decided to slope off and hunt mammoths. The skillful 
hunters then would come staggering back with a load of meat, a lot of ivory, and a
story. It wasn't the meat that made the difference. It was the story.1”

— Ursula K. Le Guin

1            "The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction", 1986. Source: Dancing at the Edge of the World; Transcribed: by Cody Jones.


